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Facts

THE NEW BIOGAS PLANT
Takes in 250,000 tonnes
of slurry from cattle,
pigs and mink
every year

Takes in 60,000 tonnes
of food waste
every year

Takes in 50,000 tonnes
of deep litter and
energy crops

Full production of
biogas from March
2016.

Covers the heating
requirements of
7,000 homes

Produces 11 million m3
of CO2-neutral
biogas p.a.
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COMMON INTEREST IN
GREEN GROWTH IN MIDTFYN
Dear resident
Converting Denmark to green energy is not just hot air. It's actually happening - and
right here in Midtfyn!
We're opening our new biogas plant just west of Ringe, and look forward to putting
Midtfyn on the map as a major supplier of green gas to homes and businesses.

Don't pass on gas

We take slurry from local farmers, release the gas and return the dry residue for
use as fertiliser on the fields around us. We also process some of the food waste
from 1,200 Coop stores and the rest is used in Nature Energy's other plants. The
green gas we get from this source alone can heat 5,700 homes.

The good news on the CO2 front
Biogas helps reduce CO2 emissions considerably, which is of course the big advantage in the overall climate perspective.

There's good news for anyone who heats their home with natural gas. Your existing
gas boiler is already prepared for the green energy of the future, as upgraded biogas has the same properties as natural North Sea gas.

But there are also practical and economic benefits, such as biogas is easy to transport in the same pipes used for natural gas. The heavy investment made by society
as a whole will thus be used for the energy supply of the future, as biogas replaces
natural gas.

All you have to do is stick with gas. Over the next few years, we'll be expanding production of biogas to ensure that the gas you burn becomes greener and greener.

Quick guide to biogas

Waste converted to energy

This magazine provides details of how biogas is made and how you - and the rest of
the country - will benefit. We hope that you will gain a good understanding of modern biogas production and its importance to green energy for Denmark.

What's great about biogas is that it's extracted from food waste from farmers and
factories. We therefore exploit a resource produced in massive quantities every
single day, and that otherwise goes to waste.

Peter Høj
Chairman, Fåborg-Midtfyn Biogas a.m.b.a.

Enjoy your reading!

Ole Hvelplund
Man. Director, Nature Energy
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GAS - YOUR ENERGY
SOURCE FOR A
GREEN FUTURE
If you currently heat your home with natural gas, you are
ready for the green and sustainable energy sources of the
future. Production of green biogas will gradually increase to
the point where natural gas, a fossil fuel, will be redundant.
So don't pass on gas. We'll make sure that it helps you and
Denmark to become greener.
Want to contribute to the process already? You can switch
to BioGas, containing at least 20% Danish-produced
biogas, and which avoids releasing 5 tonnes of CO2 a year
from the average household.
Call Nature Energy on +45 63 15 64 15 for more details!

Give it gas!

BIOGAS MAKES LIFE
GREENER FOR US ALL
Biogas is an excellent energy source that can be used for many purposes:
Heating, green transport and energy for Danish businesses.
Biogas is already for sale for domestic heating - and comes from Midtfyn.
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Heating

Transport

Businesses

If you burn natural gas in your boiler, you're ready for
green biogas. And without making any modifications.
Biogas has the same qualities and properties as natural gas, and can be used in your existing boiler.

Gas-powered cars and buses are nothing new, but
prices are falling and there are more and more filling
stations selling LPG, which could mean that they will
soon be as common here as they are in Sweden and
Germany.

Many businesses with high energy needs currently
use natural gas. Biogas has the same qualities as
natural gas, meaning they will not lose any efficiency
by switching.

Nature Energy is building biogas plants all over the
country, and the increasing production of eco-friendly gas will contribute to a smooth green revolution.

More and more businesses have also realised that
using eco-friendly energy can also improve their
competitiveness in a world in which a green profile is
more and more important.
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THAT'S WHY BIOGAS
IS BRILLIANT
Biogas is a green and sustainable energy source. And the perfect
supplement for solar and wind energy.
An important part of a fossil-free future
The Danish parliament has decreed that Denmark should be independent of
fossil fuels by 2050. That means that classic energy sources such as coal, oil
and natural gas will be phased out over the next few decades, to be replaced by
sustainable sources such as the sun, wind and biogas.

New and advanced technology, more efficient operation and much bigger production are expected to mean that Danish biogas can meet the entire country's
gas needs by 2050.

Lots of energy on Danish fields

A stable supplement to solar and wind energy

Why import coal and oil when we can collect CO2-reducing heat from our
own farmers? Denmark is an agricultural country, which means that
huge amounts of slurry and other organic materials such as straw and
root vegetable tops are produced. Advanced biogas plants efficiently extract energy from such biomass and produce green gas for the gas grid.

Denmark's energy needs must be met as far as possible by sustainable
energy sources. The amount of solar and wind energy produced depends
on the weather, which is why more stable energy sources are needed as
a supplement to ensure consistent supply. This is where biogas comes
into the picture as a green, locally-produced source of energy.

Nature Energy
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Organic waste such as slurry and food waste is
sent to the biogas plant instead of being spread on
fields or disposed of in some other way.
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Gas is extracted from waste in the
plant. The gas is filtered and sent into
the gas grid to replace ordinary natural
gas for heating, industry, transport etc.

Homes with natural gas boilers can be heated by eco-friendly biogas.

Degassed slurry makes excellent fertiliser and is therefore returned to the farmers.
It smells less than before and its nutrients can be absorbed better by crops.

Biogas is a circular economy

We use the same gas pipes we have already

Organic waste from farming and industry is highly valuable. Processed
correctly, it can be converted to CO2-sustainable energy for homes and
businesses - and to nutritious fertiliser returned to the farmers that's
more effective than ordinary, unprocessed slurry. A good, green circle
has been started.

We've spent a lot of money on building a natural gas grid in this
country to be able to exploit North Sea gas, helping us to become less
dependent on imported energy. The pipes are there, and can be used for
biogas.
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BIOGAS PLANT IN
MIDTFYN
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Will it smell?

Can a gas tank explode?

The highly advanced Midtfyn plant is designed to avoid causing unpleasant odours. All biomass transportation to and from the plant will
be in sealed, hygienic tankers. They will always be loaded and unloaded
indoors, and washed before leaving the site. All air ventilated from the
plant will also be passed through filtering systems to minimise smell.

No, there is no risk of that. Biogas is lighter than air and will quickly
disperse if released into the air. If biogas is ignited in the event of
accidental release, the fire will be controlled once it mixes with the
atmospheric air.

1
Administration
Offices, meeting rooms,
canteen, showers and
changing facilities.
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Tankers
When slurry is collected
from farmers, the tankers drive into the small
offloading shed where a
pump arm is connected
to a nozzle in the floor.

Offloading sheds
Large offloading shed:
Trucks tip their loads
of deep litter from
livestock sheds directly
into a pit here. The
biomass is shredded
before being sent on
into the system.
Small offloading shed:
Tankers offload their
slurry here and are
loaded again with
degassed slurry.

Industrial
pre-production tank
Tank capacity:
700 m3. Industrial waste
such as from food or
brewing production has
to be sanitised before it
can be used. That's why
it's kept separate from
slurry in the industrial
tank.

Concrete tank
Concrete, with capacity
of 3,000 m3. The liquid
slurry and manure
plus industrial waste is
stored here to ensure
consistent pumping
into the plant - including when trucks and
tankers are not running.

Post-production and
gas tanks
Concrete tank, with
capacity of 3,000 m3
and ensures that
degassed slurry can be
returned to farmers in
the same amount as
fresh slurry is delivered
to the plant.
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Air filtering plant
Air from the offloading
sheds, pre- and
post-production tanks
is thoroughly filtered,
using microorganisms.
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Fermentors
The three fermentors
are 25 metres high and
contain 7,500 m3 of
biomass each. An agitator ensures that the
mixture is consistent.

Reservoir
If an accident occurs
with one of the large
fermentors, the reservoir can capture the spill
to avoid it permeating
into the ground. The
reservoir can take the
entire content of one
fermentor.

Sulphur biofilter
Toxic hydrogen
sulphide in the raw
biogas is removed by
microorganisms before
passing to the
upgrading plant.

Upgrading plant
Where CO2 in the biogas
is removed by scrubbing
with water: The gas is
pressurised, causing
the CO2 to bind to the
water. The gas now
consists of 98% methane, the same content
as in natural gas. The
upgraded biogas is
dried and released to
the natural gas grid.

Flare
If the biogas cannot
be used - e.g. because
it does not meet the
criteria for release to
the natural gas grid - it
can be burned off using
a flare. This avoids
releasing methane to
the atmosphere.
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HOW BIOGAS IS
PRODUCED
Livestock slurry, food and industrial waste
and energy crops are taken in.

The biomass is fermented by bacteria in a heated reactor
tank producing raw biogas. (Methane and carbon dioxide).

The raw biogas is purified to pure methane before being
released into the natural gas grid.
This process is called 'upgrading'.

The farmer can now use the degassed and almost odourless
biomass as fertiliser.

DID YOU KNOW?

Homes with gas boilers can be heated with
eco-friendly biogas.

That there is far more energy in slurry from cows than from pigs? No less than 60 pigs are needed to give the same amount of energy as a single cow!

Nature Energy
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Want to know more?

HOW WE PREPARE
THE GAS FOR USE
Raw biogas has to be upgraded before it can be released to the grid. This is done in Midtfyn using the water scrubbing technique, in which ordinary water
is used to remove CO2 from the gas. Once upgraded, the gas consists of almost pure methane - just like natural gas - and can therefore be used in
existing natural gas installations.

Upgrading: Water scrubbing technique
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The raw biogas is passed through a compressor. This pressurises the gas to 7-9 bar. 2 It is then passed through
the water scrubber, as CO2 dissolves better in water than methane does. 3 CO2 is dissolved in water, leaving gas that
consists of approx. 98% methane. 4 The final water particles are dried out. 5 The methane gas is released into the
natural gas grid as CO2-neutral biogas. 6 Water from the scrubber now contains CO2 and a little gas. 7 The water is
piped to a flash tank where CO2 and gas are separated. 8 The gas is sent through the system from the beginning once
more. 9 Water and CO2 are piped to the stripper. 10 CO2 is released from the stripper to the air. 11 The water is piped
to a pump. 12 The water is recirculated in the scrubber.
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FOOD WASTE – A SOURCE
OF GREEN ENERGY
The milk that a Coop store cannot sell before its sell by date does not go to
waste. If it cannot be used for anything else, it's converted to green energy in
Nature Energy's biogas plant – along with Coop's other organic waste.
The circular economy is picking up speed in Denmark. We are all becoming more
and more aware that we have to look after the world's resources and do what
we can to limit impact on the climate.

"Recycling of organic waste from stores is part of our overall resource strategy.
Our aim is to reduce food waste by 10% annually, and so far we are on target,"
she tells us.

Many people are making a considerable effort at home by saving energy, buying
locally-produced goods and reducing food waste. These are all good, essential
steps in the right direction.

"But there will always be a certain amount of leftover products that we need
to dispose of. This new agreement ensures that our food waste is used as well
as possible, as it is now converted to green biogas. What's more, it produces a
valuable by-product that can be used as fertiliser by farmers on their fields.

Supermarkets lead the way
But the real difference is made when businesses make the right green decisions that really make a big impact on the green revolution. Coop and Dansk
Supermarked are the two leading retailers in Denmark, and both are actively
recycling organic waste for green biogas.

The biogas Coop thus helps to produce can heat no less than 5,700 homes.
Meanwhile, 10,000 tonnes of CO2 less are released into the atmosphere, as we
avoid burning oil and coal to produce energy.

Let's take a closer look at Coop's approach.

Coop has not had to make any major financial sacrifice to ensure its organic
waste is recycled.

Food waste has to be reduced!

Greener does not mean more expensive

Coop is Denmark's biggest retailer. It owns supermarket chains Kvickly, SuperBrugsen, Dagli’Brugsen/LokalBrugsen, Irma and Fakta, totalling over 1,200
stores all over the country.

"It costs about the same for us to send food waste to ordinary incineration," explains Jette Zakariasen, Category Manager and responsible for Coop's service
agreements.

Food waste is one of Coop's biggest focus areas. The decision has been made
that all Coop stores must cut their food waste by applying a three-point plan.
You can see what the plan is on the next page.

"There are absolutely no financial reasons for not doing so. And converting our
waste to green energy also supports our sustainable profile, which means we
can only see positive effects from our decision."

Sustainable energy for thousands of homes

A greener conscience

Signe Frese is CSR Manager at Coop, and explains the giant retailer's campaign
for more efficient use of resources as follows:

"There are plenty of reasons to reduce food waste as much as possible. But
we can never completely avoid it, which is why it's good to know that a modern
biogas plant can make use of waste for green energy."

Food waste is one of Coop's biggest focus areas. The decision has been made
that all Coop stores must cut their food waste by applying a three-point plan.

9.8%

That's how much Coop reduced food waste from its stores in 2014. And efforts continue.

10,000 TONS CO

2 are saved every year, because Coop's food
waste replaces so much coal and oil burned for energy.

5,700 HOMES

can be heated with the energy
Coop's food waste produces.
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3 WAYS TO AVOID FOOD WASTE

1
Firstly, food becoming waste has to be avoided. For
example, Coop drops prices on food that is close to
its sell by date and tries to predict demand better
to plan procurement more accurately.

2
Food that cannot be sold is donated as much
as possible to organisations able to use it - e.g.
deprived families.

3
The rest is converted to biomass used for generating green biogas at Nature Energy's plants.
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WHY FOOD WASTE
MAKES GOOD ENERGY
Organic waste possesses unique characteristics that make it an excellent
energy source.
Take 30 tonnes of liver paste, 30 tonnes of soup waste and 60 pallets of juice.
Mix them with slurry and stir gently - avoid putting your nose too far down in the
container.
That's all there is to it. You've produced an excellent biomass without too much
effort, ready to be converted to green gas in a biogas plant.

centration of the components from which gas can be made. On the other hand, its
liquid consistency means that it's easy to handle in a biogas plant.
Food waste however, has a solid, concentrated consistency with high energy
potential. Mixed with slurry, the consistency becomes perfect for optimum production of energy.

The perfect mix

That's why it makes such good sense for Coop to send all their organic waste to our
biogas plants where it can be mixed with slurry from local farmers.

Food waste and slurry are well matched when it comes to production of biogas.
Slurry from cattle and pigs consists mostly of water, and therefore has a low con-

See the route food waste takes from store to sustainable energy on the next page.

A PROCESS OF COLLABORATION BETWEEN THREE BUSINESSES:
MiljøLogistik handles collection of food waste from the country's 1,200 Coop stores.
NC Miljø sorts it and converts it into biomass.
Nature Energy runs the biogas plants where the biomass is converted into green gas and fertiliser for farms.

Nature Energy
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HOW FOOD WASTE BECOMES BIOGAS
Food waste is transported to a processing plant next to one of Nature
Energy's biogas plants. Packaging is removed (and can be recycled) - e.g.
glass, metal and plastic.

Organic waste is pulped, sorted and
made into a consistent biomass that
can be used as an energy source in
Nature Energy's biogas plants.

Any food that has passed its sell by
date and that is unsuitable for such
uses as a Food Bank is collected from
Coop stores.

Homes with natural gas boilers can be heated
by eco-friendly biogas.

Once the gas is extracted, we are left with a nutritional
by-product that can be used for fertiliser on farms. That fertiliser
helps farmers to grow new crops for human and animal consumption.
The green circle is completed.

Biomass is transferred to a biogas plant.
Green CO2-reducing biogas is extracted.
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Søren Hansen supplies biomass to the plant

THE GREEN CIRCLE
STARTS HERE
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USING OUR WASTE
TO PRODUCE GREEN
ENERGY IS BRILLIANT

I

n the middle of the beautiful landscape of
Funen, near Stenstrup, is Rødme Nygaard.
This is where we meet Søren Hansen, an
industrious farmer. He runs a farm along with
his father specialising in dairy production and
arable crops, with green energy as an interesting
by-product.

One raw material
– two green and useful products
Søren supplies slurry to Nature Energy's new biogas plant at Ringe. Every two days or so, a tanker
collects 33-34 tonnes of slurry from Søren's tank

and takes it to the plant, where green, CO2-reducing biogas is produced from the nutrient-rich
mass.
"It's brilliant. The slurry we used to spread on our
fields is now taken to the biogas plant where the
gas is extracted, filtered and sent into the gas
grid," explains Søren.
Once the gas is extracted, the slurry also becomes
a better fertiliser, sent back to the suppliers and
other famers who can use it.

It was the bank's idea
Søren is only one of 47 suppliers to the plant at
Midtfyn, all of whom have invested from their own
pocket in establishing the plant. But what made
them do it? Why is the production of sustainable,
green gas so interesting to a farmer? We asked
Søren:
"It was actually my bank manager who suggested
that I should become a shareholder in and thus
supplier to a biogas plant," he explains.

In fact, five of my cows can heat
an ordinary household.

Facts

DEGASSED SLURRY
MAKES BETTER
FERTILISER
Farmers benefit from degassed slurry more than the
ordinary, non-processed variant. Degassed slurry contains
more micronutrients, which are also more easily absorbed
by crops. That encourages growth and reduces the risk of
nutrients being leached from the soil into streams and rivers.
Degassed slurry from a biogas plant is also almost sterile.
That means more hygienic production to the benefit of
farmers when selling their crops.
Finally, the fact that degassed slurry smells a whole lot less
is a major benefit to all!

Biogas on Midtfyn

"My father and I wanted to build a new cow shed.
But the problem was that a new herd would produce a lot more slurry than we could ever use on
our fields. And getting rid of it would be a financial
drain.
"As shareholders in the new biogas plant, the
problem would be solved because the plant could
take all our slurry. As a bonus, we get even better
quality slurry back. The degassed slurry comes in a
uniform consistency that is easy to spread on our
fields giving the crops more nutrition than ordinary
raw slurry," adds Søren.

Green accountancy
Better slurry means better crop growth and better
harvests. Seen from a banker's perspective, it
makes good economic sense for Søren to invest in
a share.
Søren was also busy doing his sums, and produced a
set of green accounts that convinced him that
he should be part of the biogas project.
"Naturally, there's a lot of practical and financial
benefit for us to be able to deliver all our slurry and
get only what we need back. And what's more, what
we do get back is better quality. But what's really
brilliant is that our waste becomes green energy
during the process," he explains.
The tankers collect around 550 tonnes of slurry
from Søren every month, from which around
80,000 m3 of biogas can be extracted, enough to
heat approx. 50 homes a year.
"In fact, five of my cows can heat an ordinary
household.
I think it's great to know that our waste can become sustainable energy able to replace ordinary
natural gas in that way."

Almost odourless
Another and more down to earth advantage of biogas production is that the degassed slurry spread
on the fields smells a whole lot less than untreated
slurry.
That's something the farmers - and of course their
neighbours - really appreciate.

The green economy of the future
The farmers of Rødme Nygaard are now an active
part of the green circular economy, the economy of
the future, in which natural waste products are not
thrown away, but are converted into good, green
energy supplied to the natural gas grid.
A great idea that makes a drive through the countryside even more pleasurable.

Suppliers' association
47 local farmers are suppliers to the biogas plant at
Midtfyn. They have formed Fåborg-Midtfyn Biogas
a.m.b.a., which owns the plant jointly with Nature
Energy.
You can read more at midtfyn.natureenergy.dk

Nature Energy
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BIOGAS IS ALSO THE
GREEN FUTURE OF THE
TRANSPORT INDUSTRY
Transport using biogas has obvious benefits for the climate. In fact, it has a
double beneficial effect, as it reduces CO2 emissions on the farm and on the
roads.
Biogas is the only real alternative available for heavy road vehicles that cannot
use electricity. These include goods vehicles and buses - but cars can also run
on biogas.

In fact, it couldn't really be any easier, and that's why we will very soon see
many other local authorities, hauliers and motorists choosing the green lane
and running on sustainable biogas.

We can produce this sustainable gas ourselves using local resources such as
waste from industry and livestock farming, and distributing the gas is easy as
the natural gas grid is already in place.

We're already well on the way.

LOTS OF
POSSIBILITIES
Biogas offers a range of options
for you and society.
You can read more at
www.natureenergy.dk

CONTACT:

www.natureenergy.dk or call 63 15 64 15 Mon-Thur, 8 am - 4 pm and Fri 8 am - 3 pm.

